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2021 was a very challenging year for planet. The worldwide spread of
COVID-19 and the accompanying lockdowns caused untold suffering
and disruptions to the lives of billions of people. South Africa and
Mamelodi were not spared. In addition to illness, hunger and poverty
increased. The pandemic was also particular hard on our learners. Many
schools were closed for long periods of time and when they re-opened,
there were major restrictions. Learners could no longer visit our centre. 

Thanks to the continued support of our funders, our dedicated
staff, our partners in the Gauteng Department of Education and the
City of Tshwane, we were able to pivot and expand our activities.
We were able to arrange for our facilitators to get access to
schools and to expose thousands of learners to activities and
lesson about the environment. Our very popular environmental
youth clubs also continued to function effectively. 

We reached out to the community and used our expertise to help
with recycling programmes that allowed community members to
earn much needed extra money. We also worked with households
to help them grow their own vegetable gardens to help fight
hunger. 

In exciting news, we were fully accredited by the South African
Agency for Science and Technology Advancement (SAASTA) as a
science centre. This is important as it entitles the WSEC to apply
for and receive public sector funding.

As things get back to more “normal” in 2022, we want to build on
these successes. We look forward to hosting learners at the centre
again and we will continue to visit schools. We are looking to
deepen our partnership with the Gauteng Department of Education
and offer additional teacher training and science and maths
enrichment classes for selected schools in Mamelodi. Partnering
with other science centres is another major objective for the year
ahead. 
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From the Chair

Mr A.M. Ramashala
Chairperson



The JNF Walter Sisulu Environmental Centre in Mamelodi continues to play
an important  role in educating grassroots communities about their
environment. Our well trained facilitators continue to ensure that we deliver
quality programmes that achieve our goals and also the objectives of the
school curriculum. 

In 2021, we were forced to suspend many of our programmes, as a result of
the restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting safety
protocols. This made it very difficult to implement the plans we had for
programmes for youth and the community. Despite the difficulties, our
committed staff were able to adapt and persevere. I would like to thank our
facilitators for their passion, determination and hard work. While we could
not host groups at the centre for much of the period, our facilitators were 
 able to visit schools and to present supplementary lessons to learners.  

We have maintained the strong partnership with both government and non-
governmental organisations.We have been able to implement awareness
raising campaigns on global issues such as climate change, energy, waste
management and protection of endangered species.

I am confident in stating that the JNF Walter Sisulu Environmental Centre
continues to deliver on its  mandate to be a leading Environmental Education
Centre that inspires and motivates school learners, youth and community
members to understand and act constructively and sustainably in respect of
the natural environment they live in. 

From the Centre Manager

Ms Miko Khalo
Centre Manager
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The Jewish National Fund Walter Sisulu Environmental Centre in Mamelodi
East, founded in September 2004. 

Our vision is to be leading Environmental Education Centre that will raise
environmental awareness and mobilise residents of Mamelodi to become
community based environmental champions.

Our mission is to create a culture of community conservation in Mamelodi and
Southern Tshwane through facilitating awareness, education and programs to
demonstrate models of best practice within the community. 
The Centre demonstrates in practical and visible ways of actions that can be
taken by South Africans to  promote both sustainable development objectives
and climate change mitigation
.
Since our inception in 2004 we have hosted over 122 000 learners at our Centre
in the key learning areas of Water, Waste, Energy and Biodiversity with
curriculum based educational activities that both support educators as well as
educate and enable learners through outcomes-based activities that are
stimulating, fun and informative.
The Centre also supports professional development of educators and ground
staff from Tshwane South District Schools.

The Mamelodi Greening Programme is a community programme through  which
the Centre has planted over 28 000 trees in schools, homes and other sites
since 2008.
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About the Centre



The following goals seek to achieve our vision and mission:

GOAL 1: 

To be an effective and to clearly demonstrate environmental best practice

and consciousness.

GOAL 2: 

To be socially and practically relevant to our beneficiaries and the

broader community.

GOAL 3:

To extend WSEC’s impact and outreach in the broader community.

GOAL 4: 

To nurture effective and healthy communication that supports our ability to

flourish and grow.
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OUR GOALS

OUR 2021 BOARD
Mr AM Ramashala  (Chair)
Mr F Mamogobo (Treasurer)
Ms I Feldman
Mr R Visser
Ms N Rabothata
Mr B Schulman
Ms N Masilela
Mr M Kransdorff
Ms M Khalo



GOAL ONE: TO BE AN EFFECTIVE AND CLEAR DEMONSTRATION

OF BEST ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICE AND CONSCIOUSNESS
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The Centre tries to demonstrate practical ways to live sustainably. Our facilities include a
permaculture garden to demonstrate food production, a wetland, grasslands and a forest
biome.

 The permaculture garden demonstrates growing food by working with rather than against
nature and shows how to efficiently use resources sustainably. The garden is designed so
that energy is used efficiently, water resources are conserved and integrated into the garden
systems, and nutrients are recycled to feed the soil by making compost.

The Nelson Mandela Peace Garden is currently being expanded to produce more vegetables
to better enable the gardeners to make a living through the sale of their produce. The plan is
to upgrade the garden so that we can supply nearby groceries or supermarkets. In September
2021, 13 JNFSA representatives visited the Nelson Mandela Peace Garden to assist with
planting crops. They donated lemon and peach trees as well as  tomato, onion and spinach
plants. 

Our wetland has continues to be well managed and remains in very good condition. 

We were able to recycle a significant amount of material during the year because schools
have been unable to visit the centre since March, 2020 as a result of COVID-19 restrictions. 

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

SAASTA ACCREDITATION
The Centre has been accredited by the South
African Agency for Science and Technology
Advancement as both an Environmental Centre
and a Science Centre. This enables the Centre to
seek funding from SAASTA and other public
sector entities. We are in the process of visiting
other local science centres to  learn about a wider
range of educational activities that we may plan to
implement in line with our accreditation
expectations.



GOAL TWO: BE SOCIALLY AND PRACTICALLY RELEVANT TO OUR

BENEFICIARIES AND THE BROADER COMMUNITY.

Despite adhering to COVID restrictions, we were able to host the following numbers of youth and
community members at the Centre:
ROOM VISITORS
Biodiversity Room 2 301
Waste Room 3 158
Energy Room 1 572
While we were unable to host school learners at the Centre for much of the year, we were granted
permission by the Gauteng Department of Eduction to visit schools and to assist learners with
supplementary lessons.
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CENTRE BASED PROGRAMMES

In  2021, we  continued to present programmes to out of school youth and the community and we
ran workshops for these groups in waste management and air quality. This training was
sponsored by GDR (Green Deeds Recycling) and GIZ ( Deutsche Gesselschaft fur Internationale
Zussammenarbeit). As part of the workshops, 30 participants took part in a drama performance
with the theme of “ Groundwater: making the invisible visible”. The workshops included a quiz on
grassland, wetlands, global warming, energy, the environment and flora and fauna. The best
performers won a trip to the Snake and Reptile Park at Hartebeespoort Dam.  All participants
received certificates of Attendance. The workshops culminated in a competition for participants
to see who could collect the most waste. The winner won a set of anti-COVID personal [protective
equip,emt (PPE), a trolley and a gift card from a local retail store. 



CLEANING CAMPAIGN

The Mamelodi community has major challenges in respect of informal waste dumping and waste
burning. In September, 2021 we ran a clean-up campaign and workshop for the community in
Tsakane and Khalambazo (Mamelodi East) to raise awareness regarding these issues. Over 70
community members attended. The Member of the Mayoral Committee of Tshwane responsible for
Environment as well as representatives of the Department of Forestry and the City of Tshwane were
present at the event. 

PROGRAMMES FOR LEARNERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
The planned programme sadly had to be cancelled because of the COVID -19 pandemic. 8

Climate Change and Environmental Management 

The JNF Walter Sisulu Environmental Centre was one of 8 NGOs selected by the City of Tshwane to
participate in the Climate Change and Environmental Programme which kicked off in May, 2021. The
programme undertook the upgrading the physical environment of 5 primary schools in Mamelodi
West. As part of the programme, the Centre completed the following actions between May and
October 2021: 
We planted 5 trees and 5 Spekboom plants
We established a recycling site and provided 2 big wheel bins
We developed a vegetable garden with three crops and provided garden equipment
We installed an irrigation facility with a 2 500 litre capacity  water tank
We made a presentation on Climate Change and Environmental Management to Grades 6 and 7
We promoted sustainable mobility by giving bicycles and training Grades 6 and 7 learners to ride.

CLIMATE AND EDUCATION AWARENESS

Our team of facilitators organized an exhibition on Climate Change and Environmental Management
and they shared information to more than 60 community members. We also distributed pamphlets
and promotional material on these subjects. We identified 20 households who wanted to establish
home vegetable gardens and were able to assist them to do so. We provided them with advice on
planting and managing their gardens and we gave them two crops to start their gardens.  
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GOAL 3: TO EXTEND THE WSEC'S IMPACT AND OUTREACH IN THE
BROADER COMMUNITY

SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT DAYS

On the 28th January 2021, The Centre celebrated “Tubishvat”, meaning “The new year of trees.” Seven
students from the University of Witwatersrand visited the Centre and planted seven trees in our yard. On
5th  June, 2021 we celebrated World Environment Day.  

WSEC YOUTH  CLUBS
The WSEC Youth Clubs are very active in 5 Mamelodi high schools during the year. These are:
 
Somafco High, Stanza Bopape High,  Phateng High,   Bona Lesedi High   Mahube Valley High. 

They hold regular meetings, both face-to-face and virtually, depending on COVID-19 protocol
requirements.  In December, 2021, 27 youth club members attended a Leadership and Management
Skills programme at Camp Discovery. Two WSEC facilitators, Solomon Kutumela and Jabu
Mthombeni, with 2 educators from Bona Lesedi Secondary and Somafco, accompanied the learners. 
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MAMELODI GREENING PROJECT 
The Centre honours Arbor Day by giving out trees to the community to plant in their
neighbourhood. In 2021, we allocated 160 trees to 12 organisations to be planted during
the Arbor week celebrations. We are indebted to Railway Furnishers, who donated R20
000 to  sponsor trees for the Centre
. 
In September, our worked with the staff at the Gem Valley Academy, a new Early
Childhood Development Centre in Mamelodi East, to plant 90 shade trees and 70 fruit
trees, also as part of our Arbor week activities. 

GOAL FOUR: TO NURTURE EFFECTIVE AND HEALTHY COMMUNICATION
THAT SUPPORTS OUR ABILITY TO FLOURISH AND GROW.

STAFF
The Centre has 9 full time members of staff. This includes:
An Activities Coordinator, 
3 Facilitators
3 Gardners and 
A Cleaner
In July, 2021, we were again welcome 2 interns from FirstRand, who assisted with facilitation of
programmes. The interns, Solly Matlou and Thato Mahanyele, increased the staff complement to 11.
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TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
In May, 2021 the Centre’s staff attended a special development workshop on Project Monitoring and
Evaluation delivered by Andre Proctor and Talmar.

In November, 2021 the Board attended a Strategic Planning Meeting facilitated by Vuyo Temba. 
In November, 2021, all staff members attended a strategic planning session at Lerubishi Lodge ,
Tierpoort.

The staff have continued to have dry run preparatory sessions that we conduct prior to all
programmes and lessons that we deliver to schools. 

FFUNDERS AND PARTNERSHIPS
The JNF Walter Sisulu Environmental Centre is grateful to our funders and partners for the invaluable and
generous support over the past year. We would like to thank the following funders and partners:
RMB Fund                                                       
Eric and Sheila Samson Foundation
Chipkins
Norman Goodfellows
Consol
Green Deeds Recycling
AON
Rand Water
SAASTA
GIZ
City Property
JNFSA
UIF TERS
Investec
Gauteng Department of Education1City of Tshwane
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ending

31st December 2021
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